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Public Service Electric and Gas Company P.O Ocx 236 Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey 08038

Hope Creek Operations

!

DATE October 9, 1991

i
i

U. S' Nuc' 7ar Regulatory Commission.
|

Document Control Desk |

Washington, DC 20555 !
|

l

Dear Sir:

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION
DOCKET NO. 50-354 1

UNIT NO. 1 |

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 91-018 I

I
This Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursusant to

'

the requirements of 10CFR.73 (a) (2) (iv) .
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TITLE (4): Engineered Safety System Action *F'' Filtration Recirculaticn; Ventitation Sytem ran start.
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ABSTRACT (16)
On 9/14/91 at 0640 hours, during shift turnover, Control Room
-Operators (RO licensed) discovered that the "F" Filtration
Recirculation Ventilation (FRVS) fan was running. After verifying no
valid start signals were present the fan was secured. Operators colld
not determine the cause of the fan start and requested Instrument and
Control-Technicians to investigate. A review of the alarm chronolog

,

did indicate a pressure perturbation in reactor building pressure at
0607 indicative of the fan starting. The I&C technician found water
accumulated in the low flow switch associated with the out of service
"C" FRVS recirculation fan. This switch provides an auto start signal
to the-standby fan in the event the running fan trips or develops a low
flow condition. The technician drained the instrument tubing and the F
FRVS recirculation fan was returned to a standby lineup.
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

G:neral Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
Filtration Recirculation Ventilation System (FRVS) (EIIS Designation:
BH)

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

Engineered Safety Feature Actuation - Unplanned start of standby
Filtration Recirculation System Recirculation Fan F from non-ESF
signal.

Event Date: 9/14/91
Event Time: 0640
This LER was initiated by Incident Report No. 91-136

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE

Plant in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power 100%, Unit load 1097 MWe.

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE

On 9/14/91 at 0640 hours, during shift turnover, Control Room
Operators (RO licensed) discovered that the "F" Filtration
Recirculation Ventilation (FRVS) fan was running. After verifying no
valid start signals were present the fan was secured. Operators could
not determine the cause of the fan start and requested Inetrument and
Control Technicians to investigate. A review of the alarm chronolog
did indicate a pressure perturbation in reactor building pressure at
0607 indicative of the fan starting.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE

The FRVS system is designed to mr_igate the consequences of an accident
by removing Iodine from the reactor building atmosphere prior to
release and maintaining reactor building pressure negative following a
design basis accident or refueling accident. The system consists of
six recirculation fan units and twc vent fan units. A typical
alignment, when the system is placed in service, would consist of four
recirculation units and one vent unit running with the remaining units
in standby. The standby recirculation units will auto start if a low
flow condition were to develop on a running recirculation fan. All
fans start on an ESF signal of either Low Reactor Level (-38") or High
Dryvell pressure (1.68 psig) or Reactor Building / Refue: Floor exhaust
high radiation.
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ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE

Tho low flow start signal is generated via flow switches located on the
outlet of the recirculation units and is processed through the Bailey
Logic panel. When the logic senses low flow on a running fan an auto
ctort signal is generated to start a standby fan. The configuration of
tha logic will send an auto start signal whenever low flow is sensed;
however, the duration of the signal is only one second .long. This
allows the standby fans to be placed in auto after the running fans
hcVe been secured. If the signal is reset by either a valid or
cpurious flow signal and subsequently low flow is sensed again, a new
ctart signal will be generated to start the standby fan. The I&C
Tcchnician troubleshooting the auto start found water in the C FRVS
rccirc fan' low flow switch. The switch has a range of 0 - .15" of
water, with the trip setpoint set at .1" of water. The accumulation of
w2ter in conjunction with minor fluctuations in system pressure reset
the switch momentarily simulating a normal flow condition in the logic.
Subsequent pressure perturbation caused the switch to cense low flow
cnd' start the standby fan.

FAN IN AUTO
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The surveillance test procedure for FRVS was revised on 6/28/91 to
include a section for draining any accumulated water from the switches
at the end of each monthly run; however, the fans had been run earlier
in accordance with-the system operating procedure while maintenance
-wts be performed on the normal reactor building ventilation system.
The system operating procedure does not contain a section for draining
the switches.

APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The cause of this event is the accumulation of water in the low flow
cwitch combined with minor pressure perturbation in the ventilation
cystem causing actuation of the low flow auto start logic for the F
Recirc fan. The failure to revise all related FRVS system procedures
when the surveillance procedure was revised also contributed to this
cvent.
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PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

There has been 5 previous occurrences of auto starts of the standby
FRVS Recirculation fans as reported in LERS 87-016, 87-033, 90-006, 90
023:and 90-034. The cause of the previous events were attributed to
the~1ess-than adequate design of the auto start logic. In one of the

i events (LER 90-034) similar conditions, as stated above, were reported

L as the cause of that event.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

This event posed minimal safety significance as the system would have
operated as designed in an actual emergency. The fan was capable of
: starting and running if a valid signal had been present. The fans are
also designed to be load shed and re-sequenced on the vital bus if an
emergency condition arises when the fans are running.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
,

1. The FRVS system operating procedure will be revised to add a
section for draining the low flow switches following fan runs.

2. A Design Change has been approved to modify the auto start logic to
preclude spurious starts. Planning and System Engineering are
reviewing the possibility of performing the design change while the
unit is at power; however, due to the location and configuration of4

the wiring which must be modified there is a risk of rendering
vital equipment inoperable and/or possible reactor scram. As the
spurious star uof the standby FRVS Recirc fan pose minimal safety
significance, tne design change is currently scheduled-for shutdown,

'

conditions with implementation no later than the fourth refuel
outage.

3.-Proce'ure writers will be advised to consider all relevant system
'

maint.. nance and operating procedures when improvements are made to
one category.

4. System Engineering will review the configuration of the instrument
-tubing to determine if changes can be made to eliminate the
-accumulation of water in the flow switches.

Sincgrely,

J. a n..

Gen ral anager -
Hope eek Operations

LLA/
SORC Mtg. 91-093


